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Figure S1: The flowcytometry diagram of immune cells infiltration in lung tissue. A) B cells (CD45+B220+), 

B) neutrophils (CD45+Gr1+), and C) helper T (TH) cells (D3+CD4+) in different treatment groups namely NC 

(Normal control), Ovalbumin sensitized (OVA), Dexamethasone (DEX), vehicle SO, TUR, and nano-emulsion 

(NE) 

Flow cytometric analysis of BALF: Nano emulsion decreased the infiltration of immune cells in the lung: 

In the case of B cells, the control group population of cells is 8.94 %, which was increased by the OVA 

treatment to 11.41 % (Figure S1A, S2A). The treatment with TUR and NE has resulted in significant reduction 

of cell infiltration to 7.3 and 5.95 % respectively. Whereas the DEX has given 3.08 % of B cell infiltration and 

SO treatment had no significant effect on reduction in cell count (10.55 %). 



The number neutrophils found in the control group was 6.94 %, which was increased to 9.88 % by the 

treatment of OVA (Figure S1B and S2B). The cell count decreased to 4.07 and 2.28 % with the treatment of 

TUR and NE, respectively. The standard DEX inhibition was found to be 0.26 % and the SO group resulted 

5.23 % neutrophils infiltration in the lungs. 

 Of the overall number of TH cells (2.6 %) in the control group, the OVA treatment has risen to 3.59 % and 

decreased to 1.14 % by TUR (Figure S1C and S2C). Whereas the nano-emulsion has decreased the TH cells to 

0.81 %, which is comparable with standard DEX of 0.32 %. The SO treatment resulted 1.51 % of infiltration of 

TH cells in the lung tissue. 

 

 

Figure S2: Nano-emulsion reduced the population of various immune cells in the lungs of the OVA 

sensitized mice. (A) B cells (%); (B) Neutrophils (%) and (C) TH cells (%) in different treatment groups 

namely, NC (Normal control), Ovalbumin sensitized (OVA), Dexamethasone (DEX), vehicle SO, TUR, 

and nano-emulsion (NE). 

 


